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ABSTRACT: This study moves from a Carlo Fontana’s unpublished report (1700) on the stability of the Aventine
Hill in Rome (Discorso dello Stato Antico, e Moderno della Portione parte riguardevole del Colle Aventino precipitante per le caggioni sussistenti, che si aducano, e dimostrate nelli seguenti Capitoli dal Cavalier Carlo
Fontana). The work is also partially aimed at reviewing the status of knowledge about the laws of balance in
the early eighteenth century, pointing out the intuition in the field of bastion support. Fontana’s report, enriched by an extraordinary iconographic section, is an interesting documentation about some construction
aspects (such as ground mechanic and containment walls) often not mentioned and usually neglected even
in the treatises.

In January 1700, Carlo Fontana (1638-1714) was appointed as an expert in a legal matter in which the monks
of Santa Sabina on the Aventine Hill Church and Costa family, owner of wood warehouses situated at the foot
of the hill on the road leading to the San Paolo basilica, were facing each other.
Fontana writes a report, Discorso dello Stato Antico, è Moderno della Portione più riguardevole del Colle
Aventino (from now named Discorso), together with an iconographical set so exceptional as fundamental in
the eighteenth-century professional practice to understand the approach to equilibrium problems of containment tainment walls and ground lift as well as instability interpretation.
On the basis of the Discorso exegesis, this study aims at taking into account the analysis made by Carlo
Fontana on the cracks appeared in the monastery of Santa Sabina; above all he aims at comparing the ticinese architect’s reflections with those principles that from Galilean works together with Simon Stevin and Pierre
Varignon speculations, between XVIIth and XVIIIth century, were going to improve thanks to Cartesian geometry and to infinitesimal calculus; a new science that, even if establishing with difficulties as project independent tools, will undermine the empiricism of the practical mechanics, considered for different centuries the
unique control tool of the building yard.
The Discorso, written by Fontana to support the cause of Santa Sabina priests, was organized in order to oppose strong matters to the hypotheses given by the opposite party expert, that’s to say from the Costa family;
the expert affirmed that the liability for damages at the dormitory of Santa Sabina resided in the collapse of
the substructions set below belonging to Sillian Age (VIth century B.C.), which wrapped Aventine slopes towards Tevere river.
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Figure 1: Carlo Fontana, Plan of the Aventine Hill and existing firms, till the Tevere bank;
(Discorso, BEM, Campori 379, B.1.6, f. 54, on behalf of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italia)
The instabilities in the Paleo-Christian Church were not the first occurred in that area; a few years before, in
fact, the wall fence of the hanging garden of Ginnasi family, famous for giving hospitality to Clemente IX
Rospigliosi for a short period (1667-1669), collapsed. In that case, the assessments highlighted that the garden
ruin was caused by the trenches opened by Costa family in order to make a warehouse at street level (fig. 1,
indicated by letters O and V). On the contrary, Costa family declared that the wall collapse had been caused
from the weight of the filling ground used to smooth Ginnasi hanging garden and from the endless quantity of
rain waters not rightly canalized.
At the end, it was assessed that the wall collapse had been caused by an excavation made in order to
smooth the warehouse and for this reason, Costa family had been condemned to pay damages by building
an arcade tower (fig. 1, indicated by letter X).
Fontana begins the Discorso by describing substructions and comparing them to similar examples taken from
ancient times. In fact, by following a plan often occurring in his theoretical works, he explores the roman age
works, by using an exceptional study intensity that he perfectly joins together with his professional skill. His architectural history is not conventional, but a survey about simple past architectures, righty selected by an expert
in order to give more authoritativeness to his own statements.
The substructions, following his suggestions, were the support of the great temple dedicated to Diana – defined in the marble fragments 21 and 22 of the Forma urbis, the famous map of Rome in the IIIrd century B.C.build inside the area between the Paleo-Christian churches of Santa Sabina and Sant’Alessio; its location determined by Fontana, according to recent area rebuilding hypotheses, could be wrong, as Diana temple was
back respect to hill edge. In any case, the substructions, put at right distance from the Tevere golena in order
to avoid the foundations undermining, held up the sacred building and controlled the ground of looseness nature made of a lower coat of granular, crumbly and incoherent tuff (cappellaccio) and an upper one made
of tuff.
The Aventine substructions were morphologically similar to those that supported, on Rome’s hills, the Sun temple (Quirinale) or Thundering Jupiter (Palatino-Capitolino) or also the sanctuary of Fortuna Primigenia in Palestrina. The Aventine substructions were made of majestic pillars, rightly spaced out “to divide its resistances”
(fig. 2, indicated by letter A); the pillars were linked by horizontal arches –with their convexity turned towards
the hill – in order to make a sequence of four apse rooms, covered by barrel vaults. They were fixed through
buttresses (E) and through wall structures - i pennelli - (D) that penetrated in the hill bowels.
In a view, Fontana draws all structure elements, pillars, arches and vaults, buttresses and plinths, properly proportioned and strictly linked up in order to ensure hill stability. In the drawing there is also an enigmatic graphical scheme on buildings equilibrium: we deal with two triangles with a common side, a rectangle one (fig. 3,
indicated by numbers 1-2-4) and an isosceles one (3-4-5). The majestic pillar (A) corresponds with one side of
the rectangular triangle, whose hypotenuse follows the slope of Aventine hills (about 38 degrees) and is indicated, in legenda, as the “main supporting” line (3-4). The isosceles triangle (3-4-5), according to Fontana’s
demonstration, would represent the strength (support) of the wall against ground lift (impulse and bending),
applied on the smaller side of the triangle itself (3-5).
The drawing legenda reveals an inductive reasoning about acting forces (thrust and support), on “active” wall
sections, ground cohesion, “resistance sharing”; intuitions that once schematized lead immediately to the famous Stevin inclined plane, even if comparisons have to be limited to the geometrical figure.
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Figure 2: Carlo Fontana, Plan towards the [Aventine] Hill rising; (Discorso, BEM, Campori 379, B.1.6, f. 51, on
behalf of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italia)

Figure 3: Carlo Fontana, Profile that shows thrust and support; (Discorso, BEM, Campori 379, B.1.6, f. 51 v., on
behalf of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italia)
When reminding speculations of the first years of the eighteenth century, we consider very far studies on
ground lift and on size of supporting walls of Henry Gautier (1717), Pierre Couplet (1726) and Bernard de Belidor
(1739). Their studies were considered innovative almost for two centuries as reported by Giuseppe Valadier in
his Architettura Pratica (Rome 1832). In Fontana method, however, it doesn’t appear any sperimental or analytical approach which Pierre Bullet proposed for “la Construction des murs de Rempart&de Terrasse” in his
treatise L’architecture pratique (Paris 1691). This demonstrates the considerable time gap passing through
theoretical developments on this subject and their spreading and relapse in professional practice.
Coming back to assessment, Fontana claims that in the seventeenth century, from Salara arch to the rise of
the Priorato of Cavalieri di Malta, the hill foot had been slowly reshaped–always by Costa family- in order to
build some warehouses for wood, particularly, between the Ginnasi garden and the Santa Sabina monastery,
not only the bank had been dug but, if there were apse rooms of substructions, the masonries had been broken down to create hypogeum wide areas (height 30 -about 6.70 m.- and depth 100 inches - about 22 m., already damaged by a dismembering operation (spolio): bricks. The excavation had compromised the stability
of ancient walls (tevolozze) and marble and travertine blocks, even the important ones for statics (chains, architraves), had been removed to be sold to Fabbrica of San Pietro as building material or for lime production.
The disaggregation and disarticulation of cut stone had been followed by the collapse of some apse rooms
and buttresses (fig. 5, indicated by letters I) such as the foot of pillars appeared uncovered and even, a part of
it, lied embossed, (in falso). Finally, this dangerous mutilation of the work caused the overturning of a quite
wide wall section (fig. 5); only one pillar was still up, as partially saved from spolio.
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Figure 4: Carlo Fontana, Proportional demonstration of Ancient and Modern Condition;
(Discorso, BEM, Campori 379, B.1.6, f. 52, on behalf of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italia)
According to Fontana, however, the substructions collapse was not the cause of cracks generated by cut
stress and appeared in the dormitory and inside the fence of Santa Sabina garden. In fact, the great distance
that separated the broken buildings (the ruina centre, fig. 1 indicated by letter I) from damaged works, (respectly about 55 and 80 m.) did not allow to relate the two events. To confirm this, Fontana highlights the lack
of collapse marks in monastery parts (fig. 1, C, D, E, F) close to reversed substructions which, on the contrary,
when collapsing dragged with them only the upper pending garden part (fig. 1, H).
Furthermore, the previous collapse of Ginnasi garden fence suggested a different hypothesis. The ticinese architect found out in the ground excavation (fig. 4, triangle 1-4-5), carried out by Costa family to build new
warehouses, the reason for the great sliding of the slopes (fig. 4, parallelogram 3-4-6-7) which, moreover, had
caused the destruction of warehouses. Costa family had been obliged to build a supporting wall (fig. 4, D) and
a macera of square stones in order to avoid a further sliding of the remaining ground (fig. 4, trapezium 2-3-5-6).
When finishing assessment, Fontana introduced a further element in support of his thesis, that is to say the lack
of damages due to substructions collapse in the adjacent churches of Sant’Alessio and Priory. Furthermore, at
the height of the two churches, the hill foot –as for the former part- had been digged in order to build warehouses to be used for salt storage (fig. 1, indicated by letter N), but in that case the operation ended with the
building of a well proportioned supporting wall, aiming at controlling ground and avoiding landslidings and
damages to sacred buildings.
Beyond the legal matter result, the Fontana Discorso is exemplary in order to measure the distance between
the two different tendencies which, between Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries, were not opposed each
other yet. The assessment of the ticinese architect, in fact, fluctuated continuously between the confident
practical knowledge and the inductive paths, whose demonstration has been given till now through geometrical obscure checks.
An approach to building problems in which praxis and theory mix and melt together, shows that it is high time
for the clear distinction that Isaac Newton (1642-1727) had proposed between the practical mechanics,
common to arts and handworks, and rational or speculative mechanics, which, by studying bodies motion,
goes on with “Geometry, Algebra and Arithmetic help through exact demonstrations”.
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Figure 5: Carlo Fontana, View of the collapsed part and of the existing one;
(Discorso, BEM, Campori 379, B.1.6, f. 53, on behalf of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italia)

Figure 6: Carlo Fontana, Profile of the collapsed part;
(Discorso, BEM, Campori 379, B.1.6, f. 53, on behalf of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italia)

Figure 7: Carlo Fontana, Profile of the dormitory B; Garden A with Ground and Hill;
(Discorso, BEM, Campori 379, B.1.6, f. 53, on behalf of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italia)
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